
ESSAYS THAT WON AWARDS

Read the Profile in Courage Essay Contest Press Release Tom Selders: A Mayor He was vilified on local talk radio
(Riccardi), and received angry emails and.

Some accused him of wanting to turn Greeley into a sanctuary for illegal immigrants. Describe a change you
would like to make in the world. Is it? I am responsible for translating documents to my parents and
explaining procedures and concepts as I, myself, am learning them. Why are the policy makers so lazy in
implementation? People would never talk about this. In looking back at the person I was at age 12, turmoil
surrounded me. I have had the responsibility of helping assist my younger sister who has a mild case of
Cerebral Palsy. In thinking of that Samuel Johnson quote, I have met adversity and I am stronger because of it.
It was an incredible feeling regaining my confidence and surety in my abilities, as a result of the additional
help that I received from my dance teacher, Ms. Get an idea of what the review committee is looking for, and
then give it to them. For these reasons, I choose to pursue a degree in music composition. When she left, my
father was a single parent and high school dropout with few opportunities, thus his anger was directed at me. I
was hurt. Through my music I hope to bring beauty and joy to others, and inspire strength in them to confront
their challenges. When I was sixteen I moved on to a larger project: my clunker of a car. However, these
qualities can only be preserved if we continue to share our cultures with others to make this a nation of
open-minded and knowledgeable citizens. At each performance and with every award, I recall my unsteady
journey to this blissful moment. I want to demonstrate to my community that there can be a female, bilingual,
Latina doctor. We look up to your department for help. However, their unique qualifications matched up with
the qualifications we were looking for. Her story was exactly the type of story we were looking for, and her
essay provided all the material we needed to see that. Nevertheless, I applaud the health policies you make. I
saw my sister experience two stillbirths simply because prenatal care is almost nonexistent in The Gambia.
We then moved to Spain when I was six, before finally arriving in California around my thirteenth birthday. It
also reminds me that a passion does not have to produce money in order for it to hold immense value. They
with the profit earning motive, forget the needs of a patient. In school, I guide my peers in organizing team
uniform designs and in networking with a nonprofit organization for service events. It is not a matter of pride
that the policies fail to work. My neighbors are empty lots, enclosed by fences. Through the successes of my
efforts, I also realized that poverty was just a societal limitation. Cooper, Marc. But all of this is actually good
news: Since writing an essay is tough for everyone, getting just a little bit better at it will put you that much
further ahead of the competition. But, because of my move to Port Saint Lucie in the summer before
sophomore year, I was able to rekindle my passion for ballet and pointe at South Florida Dance Company.
There was no traffic, there were lots of trees, and absolutely no spanish to be heard anywhere. As someone
who loves to engage in a conversation, it was very hard to feel as if my tongue was cut off. All of the
applicants did the work to find the right scholarship. Whether the challenge is naval defense or family finances
or even just a flat tire on my bike before another night shift, I will be solving these problems and will always
be looking to keep rolling on. How did you respond to failure? I am trying to reflect the fact that there are
cures possible to almost everything on this planet. Shortly after the raid, many of those arrested were deported.
As a student ambassador I helped bridge that gap. While completing my high school education, I took seven
AP classes every semester, competed in student congress debate as I was fascinated by American politics , and
I joined the student government in order to implement a non-profit cause; The Water Project.


